Teaching Evaluation Summary (2009-2010 Winter)
Instructor: Hong, Guosong
Subject: CHEM
Catalog & Section: 130, 5

Comment Summary
Course Title: ORG CHEM LAB II
Enrollment: 13 Responses Incl Declines: 13
(Declined: 2)

1. Please comment on the section leader's knowledge and presentation of the material and how
well he/she coordinated the sections with lectures.
Strengths
best TA ever! so nice and always willing to help clarify any information that have may been unclear
He explained the lab procedures very well.
Guosong had a very thorough understanding of the course material, and his presentations of concepts and
procedures were always precise, to-the-point, and succinct.
Guosong was great, always ready to help, but in a way that helped you learn. It was especially nice to have him
so calm and available during lab, as it really helped lower the stress that comes with chem labs.
Suggestions for Improvement
keep up the great work!

2. Please comment on the section leader's effectiveness as a discussion leader, his/her ability to
answer questions and keep the discussion on track.
Strengths
great! it is clear that his primary objective is to help his students!
Guosong was an excellent lab leader- he was always available to answer questions, checked in with us
periodically to see how the experiments were going, and provided very valuable advice and suggestions.

3. Please comment on the attitude of the section leader towards the students and his/her
availability outside of class.
Strengths
he expresses a contagious enthusiasm for the course material! so kind and caring towards his students!
Very good and approachable outside of class.
Guosong was always friendly, laid back, and ready to help. His level of availability outside of class was truly
above and beyond the call of duty- he answered my countless emails promptly and helpfully, and was happy to
schedule meetings to go over lab reports.

4. Please comment on the overall performance of the section leader.
Strengths
my favorite TA ever! he deserves an award! guosong for president!
Guosong is an excellent lab TA, and I enjoyed being in his section.

